dimensional lumber and pulp were strong throughout most of the post-war era, there was no incentive to diversify our products or our market destinations. Many of our major companies were owned by parent firms in the United States, and very few Canadian-owned companies were listed, none in the top ranks, of Pulp and Paper International's or other annual world rankings of forest companies.
During this same post-war period, Japan became the second largest paper producer in the world. But Japan had to obtain raw materials from elsewhere because its four small islands had nowhere near sufficient wood supplies to meet the paper demand of its population. Almost half of the deficiency was met by recycled newsprint purchased on international markets, and the remainder was imported from North America as well as many other areas. When countries put log export bans in place, Japanese companies sought wood-chips, and when those supplies were curtailed, they began to look to other countries where they could establish pulp mills to supply their paper mills in Japan.
Japanese construction companies also purchased tropical logs from the Philippines, Indonesia, Malaysia, and other neighbours during this period.
THE 1970s AND THE 1980s
Indonesia imposed an export ban on logs in 1975, and was successful in establishing a domestic plywood industry that became the largest supplier in the world. Thus Indonesia initiated the movement in Southeast Asia toward a developed forest industry, in contrast to miscellaneous logging operations Dr . Patricia Marchak, Dept. of Anthropology and Sociology University of British Columbia 6303 NW Marine Drive, Vancouver, BC V6T 1Z1 conducted primarily by non-nationals. Other tropical countries followed suit, but Japanese logging operations continued into the 1990s on Sabah, Sarawak, and Papua-New Guinea.
In the pulp and paper sector, several changes occurred during the 1970s and 1980s.
(1) Research on pulping technologies improved the utility of hardwoods for pulps of good quality for diverse paper products.
(2) The coniferous trees of northern temperate forests were declining in availability. This was not necessarily because of over-cutting and failure to replant, though I would argue that this was the case in British Columbia prior to the mid-1980s (after that period, and in direct response to the claim by American companies that Canadian governments were subsidizing the industry, the federal and provincial governments provided substantial, short-term financing to replant the "not-sufficiently restocked" lands. The newly replanted lands, however, will not come on stream for commercial purposes until the middle of the 21 st century.
Since the early 1990s, forest companies have been obliged to finance the replanting of trees on logged-over lands, and thus the cost of forestry in B.C. has risen substantially.)
It was also because the valleys had been cleared out and the remaining forests were relatively inaccessible, or logging them was no longer economically feasible. Second growths do not produce the same quantity or quality as natural forests, and northern coniferous forests take Dr Korea and Taiwan produce no pulp to speak of, but manage to produce enough paper to supply much of their domestic requirements. In short, the pulp industry is no longer tied to the regions where coniferous forests were once plentiful, and the paper industry is no longer tied to the regions where there are pulpmills.
The market share for pulp from Brazil may still seem small, but the rate at which it is growing is what needs to be understood. These plantations are only beginning to come on stream. Brazil's mill costs are far below costs in any of the northern countries. This is partly due to relatively low-cost labour, but mainly it is due to very low-cost land and fibre supplies. In some tropical regions, strip-logging rather than clearcutting is used.
This ensures that some of the moist forest remains in place, but unless the logged strips are very thin, this method does not ensure the vitality of the ecosystem and frequently causes severe damage to animal habitat. replace with plantation species. Indeed, according to industry observers, it was rushing to cut the forest in its concession before the year 2000, so it could meet the target date adopted at the Rio Earth Summit Conference for stopping the logging in tropical forests. 7 Another example: the director of the forestry economics unit in Malyasia's Forestry Department approvingly discussed with reporters "the wisdom of cutting down natural tropical forests and reafforesting with fast-growing species," informing them that this was a matter of "urgency" for the government. In a company town in Brazil I was shown a pharmacy that was selling herbs for medicinal purposes. Indigenous knowledge of these herbs had been tapped by ethnobotonists and appropriated by pharmacologists for the benefit of the pharmacy industry. The natives were nowhere in evidence in the mill or townsite.
With the development of industrial forestry in the Philippines, Indonesia, Papua-New Guinea, Thailand, and Malaysia, there is a marked increase in corruption and military control. This may not be the intentional result for forest companies, but is rather the unintended -yet toleratedoutcome of the process of obtaining land, working logging concessions, and building mills. In Indonesia, the government ensured that military officers were the silent partners for companies that were given concessions -they had to be paid off in return for repressing native people and farmers. In
Brazil the farmers have to be persuaded to sell their land or else to grow Even with all of these ecological problems, plantations are probably the future source for the world's pulp. Jaakko Pöyry, a Finnish engineering firm that does feasibility assessments for proposed pulpmills all over the world, including the ALPAC mill in Alberta, has estimated that by the year 2020, fast-growing plantations would supply nearly 20 per cent of the world's industrial hardwood production, and 15 per cent of the world's softwood production. 10 There are even more generous estimates by other industry observers.
Plantations in future are likely to be less damaging to the earth than the continued logging of natural forests in both temperate and tropical regions. This is not to say that the forest industry in B.C. and other traditional regions will disappear. Lumber will remain a major commodity and companies that focus on it will survive, especially if they can ever obtain a better lumber agreement with the United States. Alternatively they will focus on the production of other solid wood products and higher-grade papers, looking for new, niche markets. Various kinds of paperboard, and engineered wood will become more important features of the industry. In summary, there will be a complete restructuring of the industry and what comes out will be much smaller and more specialized.
The situation in Alberta is somewhat different, because the greenfield mills established here are just beginning on the upward curve, producing mostly pulp, and some are tied to Japanese papermakers. At the moment, But is this a glorious sunrise? I rather suspect that when you invited me to speak here, you knew that I was unlikely to applaud the logging currently going on in Alberta's boreal forest. I will not disappoint you. In my humble opinion, a forest that needs upwards of 70 years to re-grow after clearcutting, and 120 for the spruce trees, is not a forest that can attract investment in high-quality reforestation and continuing thinning and silviculture. By the time the original growth is logged over, the mills will have reaped good returns on their investment and will also have established wood fibre sources in faster-growing regions. By then, of course, we may have alternative fibre sources altogether; they are already being developed.
I, personally, am not convinced that the massive logging presently going on in the boreal forests of Alberta will result in a long-term development.
Small-scale operations are much more suitable to a fragile environment. To me, the ecological and social costs appear to be substantial.
Those costs appear to include the loss of an important carbon sink, biodiversity, habitat for the fauna, and a unique ecology. They appear to include unknown levels of pollution in the river systems, particularly the of a place where humans enjoy aesthetic and spiritual enrichment. Although there was a promise of employment to local people, and some employment has certainly been provided in the large woodlands and mill operations, modern operations are capital-intensive, and labour is not in high demand.
As well, the bulk of the jobs require prior skills and education; those who most need employment are not hired. In short, these resource mega-projects intensify poverty in rural areas, even though they materially enrich management and skilled workers. The revenues that are reaped by governments become sources of recompense via welfare -and so the observer wonders if the cycle is, on balance, a net social and economic benefit.
TOWARD SUSTAINABLE ALTERNATIVES
If we want to save the remaining natural forests of the world, whether because they are essential carbon sinks, or because they are the vital habitat for the flora and fauna that populate the earth, or simply because they are sources of peace and beauty, then we must seek sustainable alternatives for both the raw material and its products. is bound to occur involuntarily at some point in the future.
Logging for pulp-fibre depletes the forest, and, as well, its products add substantially to the production of waste. Waste in and of itself is a serious pollution problem for our earth. The electronic office did not decrease our use of paper. On the contrary, it increased it --we now download much that we would earlier have read and left on library shelves.
There are non-wood sources of fibre that pulpmills in other countries have used for many decades, such as bamboo, rags, and sugar bagasse, and we could recycle more newsprint and other paper. Kenaf, akin to hemp, is usable, along with other vegetable matter, but it is vulnerable to changing weather conditions, and harvesting is labour-intensive. I imagine it would become much more utilizable with a little human ingenuity. So we will have to put our brightest minds to devising new sources of fibre or new ways of producing less damaging equivalents to newspapers, toilet tissues, fine papers, and all the other useful items that we use and still want.
I am not arguing against the forest industry per se. I am arguing against the mass production and consumption of wood and wood products, on a scale that is far too great for the sustenance of fragile ecosystems. I believe we could adjust our standard of living to a much smaller scale of resource exploitation and simultaneously reduce our production of pollution and waste. I think, indeed, that we must do so if we want the earth to survive well into the future. Humans are ingenious, and once the bright minds of students are put to finding solutions to the destruction of forests and the proliferation of waste, the sooner we will wean ourselves of dependence on wood. We will create environmentally sustainable industries in the future both because we must if the earth is to survive, and because to do so is a wonderful challenge.
Thank you. 
